
Installation instructions for the W209 conversion kit 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

The conversion kit allows Detonics Gladiator percussion shotguns of the F1 series to use caps of the 
W209 or equivalent type. 

KIT CONTENTS 

Pistons F1_W209 - 2 pcs 
Piston wrench W209 - 1 pc 
Conversion container of the firing pins - 1 pc 
"O" rings of the container - 2 pcs 
Firing pins springs - 2 pcs 
Firing pins W209 - 2 pcs 
Instructions for use - 1 pc 

THANKS 

Thank you for purchasing this product. We are proud to have offered you this product designed and 
manufactured by the highest level and according to strict quality standards. We are sure that you 
will enjoy first-class design, high reliability, user comfort and absolute safety of DETONICS brand 
products. 

FIRST SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

The weapon must be safely discharged before any manipulation! Never lay assembly of parts 
into a weapon. This activity must always be performed exclusively by a professional gunsmith. 
Failure to observe these warnings increases the possibility of accidents leading to death or 
serious injury! The break of these requirements will also always void the warranty. 

KIT INSTALLATION 

1. Check that the weapon is safely discharged and without caps.  
2. Unscrew the percussion pistons from the barrel and clean the surfaces and thread from dirt.  
3. Screw the W209 conversion pistons into the barrel. Tighten with the W209 wrench with the 

same force as the original pistons. Do not forget to lubricate the piston threads with suitable 
graphite grease.  

4. Remove the container of the firing pins from the weapon in the same way as when cleaning it 
(see the instructions from Users Manual of the weapon). 

5. Install a conversion container equipped with new “O” rings, firing pin springs and W209 firing 
pins to the weapon. 



6. Test the trigger several times and make sure that the mechanism runs smoothly and everything 
works correctly. 

7. Congratulations, now you have a weapon ready for use with W209 caps. 

WARNING! After each disassembly of the weapon and subsequent assembly, always 
make sure that no parts are missing in the weapon and all of them are correctly 
mounted in the correct places. At the same time, check that all screw connections 
are properly tightened.

MANUFACTURER DECLARATION

The manufacturer disclaims ANY liability for injury or damage caused in any way (including 
death or injury) as a result of improper or incorrect use of the weapon. Any person using a 
weapon or engaging in any activity related to the use of a weapon may do so only with a 
clear understanding of the condition that he does so entirely at his own risk.

The manufacturer disclaims ANY liability for parts that were not supplied by the 
manufacturer or were delivered by him, but were not professionally installed by the 
manufacturer or a professional authorized service, which was authorized to do so on the 
basis of a written agreement with the manufacturer. The manufacturer disclaims ANY 
liability for service work not performed by the manufacturer.
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